“KIDS ARE KING” PROGRAM

At the Beau-Rivage Palace we are certainly catering to the next
generation of guests.
Our policy: Kids are Kings!
Apart from the obvious personalized check-in, special amenities
and entertainment in the room, and their exclusive menu at the
Café and in room service, children have many reasons to plead
their parents to stay at the Beau-Rivage Palace.
First of all, there is Bori. He’s sharp, he’s quick, he’s suave yet
kind and he’s a fox! Bori, the Beau-Rivage Palace’s mascot will
be the perfect friend away from home for the little ones
checking in. They may even see him sitting by the stairs of the
Café, welcoming those coming in!
To ensure that our young guests become properly acquainted
with our vast property, we have created a unique treasure hunt. It’s a simple board game suitable
for children from 3 years of age. The hunt consists on discovering different parts of the hotel by
following a series of sketches on the board and obtaining stickers for every area discovered. Once
the board is completed and all the stickers are stuck, a surprise will await the child in the
reception.
We’d like our children’s experience to be complete, so how about learning a thing or two during
their stay? Children from the age of 6 can join the Chef in the pastry kitchen and learn how to
make chocolates, cookies, sweets, cakes and breads. Once they are done with cooking the
goodies, our inhouse florists await them to teach them all about the art and secrets of flower
arrangements.
Last but certainly not least, mothers and
daughters (from 12 years old) will be able to
indulge together in our brand signature
“Cinq Mondes” spa that opened its doors in
December 2005. We’ve created special
packages particularly designed for mothers
and daughters to enjoy the ultimate
pampering experience together whilst
spending quality time relaxing body and
soul. As for the men of the family? How
about waiting for the ladies while disputing
a tennis match on our hotel’s courts?
For every age and personality, we provide the experience that will render a child’s stay at the
Beau-Rivage Palace truly unforgettable.

